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Student Name: Harsiga Gobinath Year group/form: Year 11 School Name: Weatherhead High School

3. I consistently out-perform students from similar contexts, and I am committed to
continually improving my performance because I …
a…know how to develop positive relationships with different
groups of people

b…achieve my potential and overcome obstacles
Harisga has not let her FSM or EAL status impede her
progress. She acts as an interpreter for her parents in
parental meetings.
She has been on a journey of self-improvement since Year
10 to move from foundation level to higher level Maths.

c…have an area of expertise or specialism
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d…can demonstrate methods and tools of continual
improvement
Harsiga utilised the Hegarty Maths platform to her
advantage (see further details under section f).

Screenshot of a small part of the task list Harsiga completed

e…am agile in response to changing needs and circumstances

f…want to improve my learning continually 
Her Maths teacher Mr Funston created a topic and content
list for Harsiga to focus on together with a number of tasks
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on the online learning platform Hegarty Maths to bridge
the gap between foundation and higher Maths

Harsiga went away over the summer and tenaciously
worked through every single task on the topic list using
the Hegarty platform - this included answering a
staggering 1,293 questions online during the summer
holidays.

When she returned in Year 11 she was placed into a higher
teaching set. By the time the mock exams came around,
Harsiga had worked herself to the top of her new set and
achieved a Grade 6.

Mr Funston commented, “Harsiga has also attended every
lunchtime support, and every after-school session since
September and is an absolute credit to herself and the
school”.

Harsiga’s exam report showing her predicted v. mock results,
increasing from a 5 to a 6
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